Chorus To Sing Thursday Night

Assembly Program To Feature New Debate Contests

The State College debating society will be the feature today of its annual Assembly Program. Mrs. Verna Faith, general chairman, has announced.

The program will feature a new debate format. The main topic will be composed of five points, and each member of the opposing teams will be required to argue only one point. The speaker is to argue the first point of the team, the second point of the team, and so on. The main topic will be a series of three introduced by Dr. F. E. F. Benet, chaplain in English, and Dr. W. R. Johnson, assistant professor of English.

The annual debate will be followed by a number of the usual debate contests. The speaker of the second ballot will be chosen from a series of three introduced by Dr. F. E. F. Benet, chaplain in English, and Dr. W. R. Johnson, assistant professor of English.

New York Teams Are State's Hosts

The New York teams will be the feature of the Assembly Program. Mr. W. L. Wilson, assistant professor of English, will be the speaker of the second ballot.

Quirk's Schedule to Include Print and Brooklyn Teams

Mr. W. L. Wilson, assistant professor of English, will be the speaker of the second ballot. The program will feature a number of the usual debate contests. The speaker of the second ballot will be chosen from a series of three introduced by Dr. F. E. F. Benet, chaplain in English, and Dr. W. R. Johnson, assistant professor of English.
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WORDS WITHOUT MEANINGS

More and more, also, in the talk of the language of this country where it will undoubtedly stand as a matter of record, the words I have mentioned are becoming almost taboo.∞ An attempt is being made to write without using them, and writing without being subjected to the red pen. But, remember, the red pen today does not so much provide the require…

STATE'S STAGE

The plays Thursday night got off to an unfortunate start, and the same is true of this particular audience. It was a group that had seen the play before, and the audience was a bit too familiar with the story. The performers were not at their best, and it showed. The play seemed to lack a certain momentum that would have made it a more interesting experience for the audience.

STATESMAN

Greetings, all you friends and girls, a little late, but Happy New Year to you all. Happy New Year to you all.
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SWING IN "KNOWLEDGE"

"KNOWLEDGE" is a new music has been published in this issue, and it has been a big hit. It has been sung by both college and high school students, and it has been a popular song. The lyrics are simple, and the melody is easy to sing. It is a song that will be remembered as a modern classic.
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**Volume IV**

**NATIONAL COLLEGE NEWS IN PICTURE AND PARAGRAPH**

**CARTOONIST Walt Disney** chose Mary Alice Woods as the University of Kansas' outstanding freshman woman. She's a member of Alpha Chi Omega.

**PRINCETON'S Fred Lawson** scores the first goal (note the puck about to enter the net) during the ice-hockey match with Boston University that ended with the Tigers victorious, 5 to 4.

**WHEN these students enrolled at the University of Chicago the registrar thought they were joking, but their credentials proved that they were (Left to Right) Woodrow Wilson, John Gilbert, Carter Harrison, James Braddock, "Uncle Joe" Cannon, Jane Addams, Walter Johnson, Walter Eckerall, Samuel Adams, and (seated) Irving Berlin and Gertrude Lawrence.

**BURLGERS BEWARE!** T. S. McCaleb, Harvard radio technician, has developed a new high frequency radio alarm that warns of the entrance of burglars, an alarm system that is more sensitive and more efficient than any previously devised.

**HOLLYWOOD'S LAUGH KING** Eddie Cantor, judged Whittier (Calif.) College's "perfect smile" contest and was so impressed with these six finalists that he declared a six-way tie and they all shared the honors.
HEIDT OF MUSICIANS

For a long time Horace Heidt's orchestra was internationally known for its technical skill and power. He organized a band among his classmates, was probably a jazz band, and his music was different from the band's music. Art Thorne, bass player and singer, was a star. It was U.C. Kemps, a tuba player and trumpeter, and Jerry Green, a drummer and singer, U.C. of The New York Times has been concerned with the Brigadiers through their first concert. Now Horace Heidt and the Brigadiers have heard every GI every Thursday night for a half hour, and they still have plenty of dapper college spirit.

CAMELS COSTLIER TOBACCOS

mean so much to so many people that we invite you to try them too—confident that they'll win you.

TRY 10 CAMELS NOW!

Money-Back Invitation to try Camels

Smoke 10 cigarettes. If you don't find them the mildest, best-flavored cigarettes you ever smoked, return the package with the rest of the cigarettes in it to us at any time within a month from this date, and we will refund your full purchase price, plus postage.

(Sealed)

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY

Winston-Salem, North Carolina

COSTLIER TOBACCOS!
The "lost wax" process of molding for use in making large synthetic diamond is shown in the upper left. Reeds and Richardson, freshman class president, iron a file card for the new bureau. Reed Richardson, freshman class president, iron a file card for the new bureau. The lower photo shows students pouring molten metal into forms, while Reed Richardson, freshman class president, iron a file card for the new bureau.

When Harvard and Radcliffe strike sympathizers arrived in Lynn, Mass., to sell tickets in a shoe company, they were met by police who informed them that they were not within their rights in parading. The strike they were met by police who informed them that they were not within their rights in parading.

The parade of events newscast over the University of Minnesota's WLB has won nation-wide recognition for its new technique in radio news presentation: dramatization of its stories in the morning news. Some of the students participating in the program, shown above, are students of the University of Minnesota's WLB.

The photo-electric shotgun, a new practice device now on the market, is shown at the upper left. Reed Richardson, freshman class president, iron a file card for the new bureau.

The "lost wax" process of molding for use in making large synthetic diamond is shown in the upper left. Reeds and Richardson, freshman class president, iron a file card for the new bureau. Reed Richardson, freshman class president, iron a file card for the new bureau.
A BUTLER sprang up for the basket after finishing a long drive through the Purdue hardwood crew.

A PHONOGRAPH record player perched on a table, the disc spinning away.

FOR THE EIGHTH SUCCESSIVE YEAR Emory University (Ga.) sophomores have won the annual push-ball contest, and for eight years the freshmen have been forced to wear their "fat" hats.

OUR "YOU-MUST-BE-PLEASED" OFFER

Smoke 20 fragrant pipefuls of Prince Albert. If you don't find it the most refreshing, tasteful pipe tobacco you ever smoked, return the pocket tin with the rest of the tobacco in it to us at any time within the next month from this date, and we will refund full purchase price, plus postage.

50 PIPEFULS IN EVERY TIN!
A NATIONAL TOUR has just been completed by the first-string quintet from the University of California.

THE CANDID CAMERA recorded this intimate scene from the Brooklyn College Varsity Players' production of Herman Heijerman's The Good Hope.

ARION BARTLETT this year succeeds her sister as the honorary battalion major of the University of Vermont R. O. T. S. corps.

A VARIOUS Andie Earhart is the new correspondent in New York's famous celebrity column, Margaret Welsh writes the gossipy columns for The News, Kent State University undergraduate newspaper.

WHY DO WE sleep well some nights and roll and toss other nights? Answers to this perplexing problem are being sought by Colgate University's famed sleep psychologist, Dr. Donald A. Laird, who has been working for years in his Rivercrest laboratory developing new experiments and unusual devices to test the sleeping habits of his human guinea pigs for data for his new book, Here's Better.

A VIVATRIX Amelia Earhart is the new consultant on careers for women at Purdue University, where she also serves as adviser to the women's mechanical engineering students.

A MILLIBILITY SONG QUEEN TURNS PROFESSOR - The candid camera caught this unusual study of Aunt Molly Jackson, famous Kentucky hill-billy songstress, as she taught a New York University class in 'The Popular Ballad in England and America,' pausing between choruses to take a few puffs on her corncob pipe.

LEARNING HOW TO RUN A HOTEL is no snap job, as student chef John Floros will tell you after he finished managing the kitchen of the New York hotel which was taken over for several days by his class in hotel management at Cornell University.

CHIEF'S DOING HER HOMEWORK! Charlotte Prescott does her lessons for the new course in make-up in the grooming department of Stephens College for Women (Columbia, Mo.) while roommate Dorothy Boenicke offers a bit of advice.
Most Cursed Sons
When brother Delta Tau Deltas from the University of Florida visit Sam Byrd in New York, they will find an actor named Dude Lester in the obscurity of another Dartmouth son in the movies, Bob Allen, who seemed destined to everything but a film career. Allen knocked about in bit parts for several years and could convince no one that his football braggadocio meant anything. Now he has a Columbia connection, and will be seen in Tobacco Road as long as A. Philip Randolph is the guarding. Most Cussed Sons—now going into a new professional career. He is a shrewd young man, once a near-room-temperature ex-collegian who studied journalism and wrote one-act plays before getting his diploma. That was in 1920, and he is said to have a good nose and a shrewd eye, during improvements along with courage and show boxes. He is the kind of actor who knows his business. Here is a full pound of Prince Albert for Christmas. For more than a quarter of a century, the mellow fragrance of Prince Albert has been as much a part of Christmas as mistletoe and holly, so to the pipe smokers on your Christmas list give Prince Albert, “The National Joy Smoke.”

Camels
Of course you'll give cigarettes for Christmas. They’re the most acceptable gifts—and easy solution of your problem. And Camels fill the bill so perfectly. They’re made from more EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS than any other popular brand. They are the accepted cigarette of the social and athletic worlds. Their fine tobaccos give that pleasant “lift”—that sense of well-being so appropriate to the spirit of Christmas.
ELIZABETH KEELER was voted to be the "most stylish" of all the students at the Mississippi State College for Women in a recent campus poll.

PROBLEMS OF URBAN UNIVERSITIES were discussed at the recent Boston meeting of the Association of Urban Colleges. Prominent speakers at the meeting were (above) Pres. Raymond Walters, University of Cincinnati; Pres. James B. Conant, Harvard; and Pres. Daniel Marsh, Boston University.

ATHLIERINE STONE, Arizona State Teachers College (Flagstaff) freshman, won first place in the hobby class for sculpturing at the Pacific Exposition.

PRANCES LANGFORD, radio and screen singer, was the sponsor for the University of Florida's football captain at a recent game played at Gainesville. She was escorted by W. A. Stark, former Alligator grid player.

DR. E. C. SCHMIDT, Union College chemist, has introduced a new field of research with the perfection of this liquid ammonia calorimeter by which it will be possible to determine more exactly the properties of substances.

WORE than a thousand persons paid tribute to the Most Rev. James H. Ryan, bishop-elect of Omaha and retiring rector of Catholic University, at a farewell reception for him in Washington, D.C. Shown here are Postmaster James A. Farley, Bishop Ryan and Archbishop Curley.

A WORLDWIDE SURVEY of cosmic ray intensity meters which will be used in bio-survey to determine, if possible, the characteristics of the rays, has just been started by Prof. R. D. Bennett, Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

JOE MURPHY, Manhattan College, placed first in the Van Courtlandt Park cross-country meet, while Ed Bechtold (into) of the University of Southern California took second place.

More than a thousand persons paid tribute to the Most Rev. James H. Ryan, bishop-elect of Omaha and retiring rector of Catholic University, at a farewell reception for him in Washington, D.C. Shown here are Postmaster James A. Farley, Bishop Ryan and Archbishop Curley.
University of the Future

FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT, world-famed architect, has mental conceptions of the metropolis of tomorrow. He has given us an idea of what it will be like and how it will be constructed. He is shown here in a pose that suggests his vision of the future city. In this city is a college that teaches the students how to utilize their new freedom—a college with buildings composed mostly of glass and of courses in those subjects that are nearest to nature. At the left is a photo of the college grounds, above are the gigantic stadium equipped for all sports, and at the right Architect Lloyd Wright and a few of his followers are shown chatting with P. D. Oviatt, alumni association president, and J. H. Brinker, Jr., student body president.

THE VARSITY SHOW at Dana College, now merged with the University of the Future, will have as its featured entertainers this quintet of leading campus songsters, caught in this unusual pose during a rehearsal session.

THE VARSITY SHOW at Dana College, now merged with the University of the Future, will have as its featured entertainers this quintet of leading campus songsters, caught in this unusual pose during a rehearsal session.

The president of the University of Rochester. He is shown after the ceremonies.

This vigorous denunciation of the over-emphasized of intercollegiate athletics was delivered by Dr. Alan Valentine (right) after his induction as the president of the University of Rochester. He is shown after the ceremonies.
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PHI DELTA sorority at Connecticut State College (Storrs) made Comedians Olson and Johnson honorary "sisters" when the two stage stars paid a visit to their campus.

PREMIER Benito Mussolini made a tour of inspection of the new University City in Rome when the University of Rome moved to the new quarters he constructed for it, making it one of the most modern educational institutions on the Continent.

DESSERTED, the Alma Mater statue at the University of Havana (Cuba) silently guards the college grounds that have been studentless since the Cuban Constitutional army took over the government.

PROF. H. S. BOOTH, Western Reserve University scientist, has succeeded in accomplishing what was thought to be the impossible by making six different compounds of argon gas, a gas that hitherto was believed would not enter into chemical compounds. Chemistry textbooks of all kinds were made out of date by his discovery.

COLLEGIATE DIGEST'S "morgue" of familiar faces, scenes, and events is now composed of 1,999,637 (well, almost anyway) photos, only a few of which have ever seen print. Send us your candid shots of everything and everybody to keep us from showing these "dead pans" at you—and you'll be paid the regular professional rate of $3 for all those we're able to use. The address is Box 473, Madison, Wis.
**State College News, January 17, 1936**

**Niagara Defeats State by 48-38**

*First Half Places State in Lead Before Home Team Downs Home Team*

In the first game of the new year on the Pago Hall court, Brooklyn's bounders started off on the wrong side. History has been kinder to them in the past, but this time the highly touted Niagranas got an easy 18-10 lead only to drop behind again 11-6. At the end of the first half, 24-14. Home team started out smartly, but they declined to nine points while Niagranas improved to 26-14. All of these contributed to the score in this rally, which was kept to perfection. Only one man was with the half ended with the score in State's favor 34-14.

The second half was glorious for State. Captain Bancroft was forced to retire because of an injury received in the first half. On top of this, the home team had two strong men out of the game as early in the second half as the Niagranas. Niagara began to click with Cawsey and Baker as its key men. Within minutes to go, the score was tied at 99 by a three-pointer by Bancroft. Niagranas came away from State until the score read 15-14 with three minutes left in the first half. Before that time, Niagranas improved to 18-14. Home team played in error in their final three minutes with then Niagranas 21-14. The final score was 48-38, Niagara 26-18, State 20-20.

**Brookport Normal Ekes Out Victory From State Five**

The Brookport Normal for the second game against the visiting State quintet in the last of the game in a heat, with State's defense being strong. Their defense was the key man in the game, with 22-20, to a form of the offense. In the closing minutes, Brookport sank one of two free shots and fouled the score at 31-33. However, only two seconds remained, and the home team won the game by a one-point margin. In a preliminary contest, Catholic College Center defeated the freshman team in overtime, 40-38, a score of 26-22.

**SPORT SHOTS**

No one had an easy time of it. The home team was offensively weak in the closing minutes of the game. We're pretty well tuned up for this contest, which is not easy to think up. It was a very hard look to us. We were the only team in the last of the game, with State's defense being strong. Their defense was the key man in the game, with 22-20, to a form of the offense. In the closing minutes, Brookport sank one of two free shots and fouled the score at 31-33. However, only two seconds remained, and the home team won the game by a one-point margin. In a preliminary contest, Catholic College Center defeated the freshman team in overtime, 40-38, a score of 26-22.

**Hilidy To Head Summer Session**

**IS NEW DIRECTOR**

**State Regulars Lose To Queens**

Visitors Win Close Contest by Last Minute Scoring

State college dropped another close game on the Pago Hall court Saturday when they were kept at bay by a decisive 10- minute lead to win 26-24. The visitors started with the scoring with a foul shot, but a short time later his season closed. State stood on a foul 4-1. Antuyn kept the Purple and Gold on the running, with two long shots, and in a pass from Weller to Margrill, Weller tied the final 11-10, and in two minutes left to play in the half. At the end of that period Queen's was on top by the time of 10-8.

In the second half, Queens drew away to win against the home team, but with the score 16-8, State put on their rally with Bancroft as the spearhead. He accounted for eight points within 90 minutes, and with the game closing the winning minute Queen's 26-24 in State's 22.

A beautiful shot by Weller, surrounded by four opponents, and as shot from beyond mid-court by Weller sank his second basket of the game with a minute left to play. However, the game closed with the score 26-24 being given the game to Queens 28-27.

**Directory Board Distributes Issue**

Fifteen hundred copies of the 1935-36 college directory were given to the student body and faculty this week. Issue, Tuesday, 26th, was ready for distribution. The board of directors held a meeting, and position which he is holding now.

**Honoray Society Conducts Meeting**

Pi Gamma Mu, national honorary society for science, held a meeting last Wednesday at the Old Niagara home. Charles and Con Stauning, sisters of the chapter in the 80th national congress, accepted the gift of thesci. He should be rigid useful the left bat he knows his way around a

**NEW OPTICIANS', ETC.**

**2391 new positions**

**Last year, with jobs at a premium, the College Employment Department secured 291 new positions for graduates. In this year, as in years of the future, emotionally small, thorough training for business afforded by this college.**

**Training for business at ALB is interesting, practical. Graduates are in demand. New classes, now forming, offer the specialized knowledge and skill that business requires.**

**G.A.A. FLASHES**

The spirit of last year’s rivalry will be revived by former college juniors and seniors compete in the four-hour class of the season. The game will start at 1:50 o'clock in the morning of Pago Hall. Both teams have been playing football and are in top form. Niagranas' numbers are great, but Home team has plenty of players to fill their spots. No presence body on a football field is present with the exception of the G.A.A. In the four-hour game, the Niagranas' numbers are great, but Home team has plenty of players to fill their spots. No presence body on a football field is present with the exception of the G.A.A.
GRECIAN GAMBOLS

Vacations don’t change slums, even long vacations. Beta Zeta reports on recent work; the girls Laurna Blym, ’33, and Edith Garrison, ’31.

After all the rumors, vague and otherwise, that Cupid works with Santa Claus, we beg to offer proof. Epsilon Theta Phi announces the engagement of Marion Callis, ’33, to George Brennan, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, ’35, and the marriage of Sylvia Gallaway, ’33, to Loyd M. Liddle of Athens, New York. Psi Gamma announces the engagement of Adeline Swope, ’34, to Paul H. Hawley of Utica, and the marriage of Hattie Goodenow, ’34, to Ralph Harrington of Andes, New York.


Initiations are also the order of the day. Phi Lambda has received and accepted invitations to the marriage of Marion Callis, ’33, and Edith Garrison, ’33, and of Sylvia Gallaway, ’33, to Loyd M. Liddle of Athens, New York. Psi Gamma announces the engagement of Adeline Swope, ’34, to Paul H. Hawley of Utica, and the marriage of Hattie Goodenow, ’34, to Ralph Harrington of Andes, New York.

The “rushing” parties will include, as is usual, a formal dinner in each house, teas, and a formal evening, February 8, according to Miss Adams’ announcement, of Inter­sorority council. The “rushing” parties will include, as is usual, a formal dinner in each house, teas, and a formal evening, February 8, according to Miss Adams’ announcement, of Inter­sorority council.
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